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Monographs


Further Academic Publications

A) Articles in peer reviewed journals:


**B) Forthcoming articles in peer reviewed journals**

1. “‘One God, One People, One Temple’: Varieties of Second Temple Jewish Monotheism.” To appear in *Communio*.

**C) Chapters in edited volumes:**


D) Forthcoming chapters in edited volumes:


E) Book reviews:


F) Forthcoming book reviews:


G) Abstracts and comptes rendus:


H) Dictionary entries:


Additional Publications

A) Translations:


B) Magazine articles:


C) Forthcoming magazine articles:

1. « Jésus, a-t-il fondé l’Église » *Le Figaro : hors-série : Jésus*.


D) Pastoral publications:


24.


E) Forthcoming pastoral publications:
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Other Texts in Preparation


2. “Beginning and Ending the Great Jewish Revolt” (Rethinking the Jewish War)


5. “A New Fragment of Julius Africanus and the Lukan Genealogy”

6. “Charges of Jewish Textual Tampering in Justin’s *Dialogue with Trypho* and in the *Qur’an*”